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Appendices  

A. Infrarium Game Documentation 

This appendix presents the pictures taken while studying the Infrarium game. The physical 

container is divided into three stations for each of the players: Port Manager, Grid Operator, and 

Top Oil Company. This division is also used while analyzing and presenting the Infrarium in 

Chapter 3 as well as in this Appendix. Pictures were taken in February 2023 and might differ from 

the current game appearance. The description is consistent with the actual game mechanics and 

infrastructure from the time period in which the research was conducted (11.2022-.2023).  

A.1 Game Mechanics and Logic State 

Within each station, some game elements are marked with a TOOL sign. It means that the marked 

element presented in the picture can be modified with the player, and we used the term “playable 

tools” while referring to this part of the game infrastructure.  

 Figure A-1: Port Manager Station Documentation 
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The port manager station consists mainly of the control panel, plexiglass plates, and the panel’s 

connection points with other game elements. In Figure A-1, we can see that the control panel is 

divided into 24 slots.  As explained in Chapter 3, Plexiglass plates represent companies that can 

rent the slot or could be used by the port itself. Details about each company and the company 

types are presented in section A.2. 

The player can use the control panel that depicts the map of the port by placing on each slot a 

plexiglass plate that represents the specific company. From the information flow perspective, this 

map is also a central communication point with the rest of the game infrastructure. When the plate 

is attached to the slot, the information about the company placed on the map is sent to the logic 

state of the game, defined as presented in Chapters 3 and 4. The requirement for activating the 

company is a fulfilled energy demand. If the grid cannot provide the required amount of energy, 

the company stays inactive: it does not generate costs, CO2 pollution, and revenue. The 

information about the current revenue and CO2 emission is displayed on the screens available for 

the players.  

On the panel, there are already placed some companies that are fully operational at the beginning 

of the game. The choice of the company and assigned slot depends on the gameplay. However, 

there is one company always there: Top Oil which represents one of the player’s role. When 

removed from the map, the TO company station becomes inactive.    

 
Figure A-2:Grid Operation Station Documentation 
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The map of the port also sends the request for the individual demand for each sector [sectors are 

defined as shown in the GO distribution panel] and the overall energy demand of each type and to 

the logic state of the game.  Then, several requirements are checked. The sector on the GO 

distribution panel needs to be connected to the corresponding backbone and the correct type of 

inputs (visible in Figure A-2). The individual demand for each energy source requested from the 

sector needs to be lower than the maximum capacity of the corresponding cables connecting 

cables.  The backbone needs to be connected to the main grid, and its capacity must be higher than 

the overall demand requested. Only then, the demand is satisfied, and the companies placed on 

the corresponding sector slots become active. All the details regarding the capacity of each game 

infrastructure element are available only for the GO player and are presented in section A.2  

For the Top Oil Company, the demand for energy changes over time and depends on the action 

taken by the TO player, though the information flow regarding the energy demand request 

remains the same. The demand of the TO company is requested only if: 

 the TO substations (visible in Figure A-3: three bottom right pictures) are connected with 

the GO distribution panel with the corresponding energy source type pipeline (substations 

are active), and 

 recognized by the game logic (connected with the container) company asset (structure 

board) is connected with the corresponding type of energy source substation with the 

correct cable (structure board is active). 

 
Figure A-3: Top Oil Company Documentation 
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The exception is the office asset, as it does not need the connection with the substation but 

requires all the company assets to be active.  

The TO player can monitor which structure board is active (connected to the container AND 

connected to the active energy substation) on a display mounted on the left side of the structure 

wall. The green light sign depicts that the corresponding asset state is active. The red light, on the 

contrary, depicts that the asset remains inactive.  

Coming back to the GO and the PM, both players, to start the game, need to connect offshore 

windfarm electricity to the grid. To do so, first, the PM must connect the windfarm (see picture 

placed in the top left corner of Figure A-1) to one of the electricity plug on the map. Then, the PM 

needs to place the offshore windfarm plate on the slot next to the electricity plug to which the 

windfarme corresponding backbone. Afterwards, the map of the port needs to be connected with 

the corresponding electricity backbone with the corresponding pipeline. First, the PM connects 

the pipeline to the panel and then forwards the pipeline to the GO player so the electricity 

produced by the windfarm can be connected to the main grid and available for usage.  

Similarly, hydrogen could be connected to the grid. However, an extra step is needed from the GO 

site. One of the gas backbones needs to be switched to a hydrogen one. After that step, the gas 

from that backbone is no longer available.  Only after connecting hydrogen to the main grid, the 

GO sectors could be supplied with the hydrogen and after connecting the GO distribution panel to 

the TO hydrogen substation, it becomes active. 
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A.2 Available Information for the Players 

General Information 

 

General information about the Infrarium, the story behind and the narrative is presented during 

the briefing before the start of the gameplay.  The summary of that information is printed and 

distributed together with individual guidelines prepared for each player, and its distribution 

depends on the role the player has been assigned at the beginning of the game.  The provided 

material contains condensed information about the game itself, its purpose, and its main objective. 

Players are also welcomed to the port and briefly introduced to the energy transition challenges 

they will face during the gameplay.  
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Port Manager: Companies Cards 

The Port Manager has access to all the details about the available companies, as presented below.  

Cards are printed out and available only at the PM station. Companies are assigned to each of 5 

categories 

- The container facility: increase container capacity in the port and thus provide extra income 

and funds to the port but can operate only with electricity and have a high investment cost 

- The chemical industry: companies with growing potential and lots of possibilities, able to 

switch between at least two different energy sources but with a high investment cost 

- The distribution companies: 

- The energy suppliers: have relatively low investment costs but are crucial for the process of 

energy transition, supplying the port with different energy sources 

All the details regarding specific values or company specifications and requiremnets are 

placed on presented card below.  
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Grid Operator: Grid Infrastructure Specifications 

 

Top Oil: Company Assets Specifications 
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1.1 Players’ Guidelines  

Presented guidelines are distributed among the players at the start of the gameplay. Each of the 

three challenges is first introduced and explained. Then, suggestions and tips on how to address 

each challenge are provided.  

The first challenge concerns supplying the port with a sustainable source of electricity by adding 

offshore windfarm and connecting it to the main grid. For the TO company, it means switching to 

the new sustainable office. 

Challenge two relates to the TO assets maintenance that creates an opportunity to switch from 

gas energy to electricity. However, due to the diversity of roles and responsibilities of the players 

for every station, this challenge is addressed by different objectives. 

The third challenge is about switching to fully sustainable hydrogen. Similar to the second 

challenge. Here, the biggest challenge is not to overload the grid during the transition process 

while keeping the port still on the operational level.   

Details are provided with the printed version of the guidelines at the start of the gameplay. 

1.2 Port Manager Guideline & Challenges 
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1.3 Grid Operator Guideline & Challenges 

 

1.4 Top Oil Guideline & Challenges 
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B. SysML Infrarium Model  

SysML Infrarium Model is in detailed explained and described in Chapter 5. In this appendix, 

diagrams are shown to better visualize the whole model. Also diagrams that are only mentioned 

and not presented within Chapter 5 are also presented below.  

B.1 Block Definition Diagram  

 

Player

«...
- Readiness to play: Boolean = FALSE
- Readiness to act: Boolean = FALSE
- Availability for collaboration: Boolean = FALSE

Port Manager Grid Operator Top Oil

«block»
Port Manager Station «block»

Grid Operator Station

«block»
Top Oil Station

«block»
Port Control Panel

Plugs

E Connector

«block»
Infromation Screen

«block»
Grid Control Panel

Plugs

Infras «block»
Energy Substation

Infras

Plugs

«block»
Top Oil Stucture

Board

Infras

Connector

«block»
Windmill Turbine

E Connector

«block»
Backbones

Plugs

Infras

«block»
Pipelines

«block»
E cable

«block»
Pipelines

«block»
Cables

E/H/G type

«block»
Cables

E/H/G type

«use»

«use»

«use»

«use»

«use»

«use» «use»

«use»

«use»

«use»

Figure B-4: Main Block Definition Diagram of the Infrarium Model 
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B.2 Activity Diagrams 

 

 

Start/Beginnign of each
timestep

Ready To
Move?

Wait

Collaborate

Play

Ready to
play?

Ready to
Collaborate?

Change Status:
Readiness to

play

Game ends

Is the
game
over?

Change Status:
Readiness to act

Change status
to default

Change Status:
Available for
collaboration

Do I need help?

Status Update

Cooperate

[Asked
and/or In
Need]

Figure B-5: Make Decision Activity Diagram 

Collaborate

Choose a
player

Is the player
available?

Cooperate

Am I satisfied?

Do I want to
change the

player?

Change status

Make Decision

Do I want to
continue

Terminate
None player

available

[# available players > 0]

Figure B-6: Collaborate Activity Diagram 
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B.3 State Machine Diagrams 

 

Play with the
hardware

:Port Manager Station
:Grid Operator Station

:Top Oil Station

{Player : Port Manager}

{Player:  : Grid Operator}

{Player : Top Oil}

Playing with Port Manager
Station Playing with Grid Operator

Station Playing with Top Oil Station

Make Decision

Port Manager Station State

«flow»
Grid Operator Station State

«flow»

Top Oil Station State
«flow»

Figure B-7: Play Activity Diagram 

stm Top Oil Station State

Energy Substation Active

Energy Substation
Inactive

Structure Board
Recognized

Structure Board
Connected

Structure Board
Unrecognized

Structure Board
Unconnected

Port Slot connected

{Capacity asked < Max
Capacity of the Cable}

Connecting cable [Corresponding cable is used]
/Playing with Top Oil Station

Disconnecting Cable
/Playing with Top Oil Station

Disconnecting Board from the wall
/Playing with Top Oil Station

Disconnect Pipelines
/Playing with Top Oil

Station

Connecting Board to the Wall [Connection detected]
/Playing with Top Oil Station

Connecting Pipelines
[Corresponing energy source]
/Playing with Top Oil Station

Figure B-5: Top Oil Station State Machine Diagram 
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stm Port Manager Station State

Electricity available Plexiglass Plate connected{Windmill properly
connected to the control
panel}

Electricity not available Plexiglass Plate
disconnected

Plexiglass Plate active

Connecting windmill to the control panel
[Windmill connection detected ]

/Playing with Port Manager Station

Putting a plate on the chosen control panel slot
/Playing with Port Manager Station

Figure B-6: Port Manager Station State Machine Diagram 

stm PlayerStates

Collaborating

Waiting

Is Readiness-to-play:
FALSE?

Initial

Is Readiness-to-play:
TRUE?

Is Available for collaboration:
True

Is Game-Over: True?

Terminate

Playing with the hardware
/Play

/Collaborate

Game starts
/Make Decision

/Wait

Figure B-7: Player State Machine Diagram 
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B.4 Other Diagrams 

 

stm Grid Operator Station State

Port Slot connected

Port Slot unconnected

Backbone active

{Capacity asked < Max
capacity of the cable}

{Capacity Used < Max
Capacity}

Connecting Cable [Corresponding Cable used]
/Playing with Grid Operator Station

Figure B-8: Grid Operator Station State Machine Diagram 

class Backbones

«block»
Backbones::

Electricity Backbone

«block»
Backbones::Gas

Backbone

«block»
Backbones::

Gas/Hydrogen
Backbone

Figure B-9: Backbones Internal Block Definition Diagram 
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class Port Control Panel

Plugs

E
Connector

«block»
Port Control Panel::

Port Map

«block»
Port Control Panel::

Plexiglass Plates

Figure B-10:  Port Control Panel Internal Block Definition Diagram 

class Top Oil Stucture Board

Infras

Connector

«block»
Top Oil Stucture

Board::Old office

«block»
Top Oil Stucture

Board::New Office

«block»
Top Oil Stucture

Board::Kettle

«block»
Top Oil Stucture
Board::Block1

Figure B-11: Top Oil Structure Board Internal Block Definition Diagram 
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C. EA Infrarium SysML Model file 

Enterprise Architect ModelInfrarium.gea uploaded on the Infrarium GitLab projet. All the data collected 

and used could be found along with the model could be found on: 

https://gitlab.tudelft.nl/inikolic/infrarium 
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D. SysML Dictionary 

The dictionary is done based on the glossary available at https://sparxsystems.com. 

Block  

Defines a composite system entity in SysML; represents a modular unit of a system or a model. It 

defines an element's structure, behavior, and properties in the system. A block is a reusable 

component that can be used to create instances and contain properties, operations, and other 

features. A block can have both structural and behavioral aspects. The structural aspects are 

captured through the block's properties, parts, and relationships with other blocks. The 

behavioral aspects are captured through the block's owned behaviors, which describe how the 

block behaves or interacts with other elements in the system. 

Part  

Represents a constituent element or component within a block. Parts define the internal structure 

of a block by specifying its components or sub-elements.  

Port 

Describes a structural interaction point of a SysML Block, which in turn connects interacting parts 

of a block. 

Actor 

Represents a user that interacts with one or more SysML systems. 

Dependency 

Establishes a traceable relationship describing how one element is dependent upon another. 

Generalization 

Describes an element as a specialized descendant of another element, containing additional 

properties and behavior. 

Part Association 

Describes the characteristics of a connection between a SysML Block and its internal parts, such 

as the multiplicity and type. 
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Activity 

Defines a SysML Block of executable behavior as an Activity. An activity represents a higher-level 

behavior that encompasses a collection of actions and control flow between them. Activities can 

include multiple actions, decisions, loops, concurrency, and synchronization points. 

Action 

Declares a unit of execution in the Activity. It typically represents a specific operation or task that 

is performed by an element in the system. 

Control Flow 

Establishes a flow of logic between two Activity or Action nodes. 

State 

Declares a significant condition in the life of a SysML Block within its State Machine. 

State Machine 

Describes the life-cycle behavior of a SysML Block in terms of its states and transitions. 

Transition 

Establishes a life-cycle path between one State and another, based on its operational conditions. 

Owned Behaviors 

A set of behaviors or actions that are associated with a block within a system, captures the 

behavioral aspect of the block.  

Collaboration 

As a structural diagram element, A collaboration describes a structure of collaborating elements 

(roles), each performing a specialized function, which collectively accomplish some desired 

functionality. Its primary purpose is to explain how a system works and, therefore, it typically only 

incorporates those aspects of reality that are deemed relevant to the explanation. 

Connector 

Specifies a link that enables communication or relation execution between two or more instances. 

a connector is used to represent a relationship or interaction between two or more blocks. It 

establishes a connection between blocks to define how information or signals flow between them. 

Connectors are used to model the structural and behavioral relationships between blocks in a 

system. 
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Here are some key points about connectors in SysML: 

 Relationship Representation: A connector visually represents the relationship between blocks 

in a diagram. It typically appears as a line or arrow connecting ports or parts of blocks. 

 Information Flow: Connectors define how information, signals, or data flows between blocks. 

They specify the flow of data or control from one block to another. 

 Port-to-Port Connection: Connectors are commonly used to connect ports of blocks. Ports are 

the interfaces through which blocks communicate with each other. 

 Block-to-Block Connection: Connectors can also connect blocks directly, without involving 

ports. This is often used when the connection represents a structural relationship or 

dependency between blocks. 

 Communication Path: Connectors can represent different types of communication paths, such 

as data flow, control flow, power flow, or information exchange. 

 Connector Ends: A connector has two or more ends that connect to ports or parts of blocks. 

Each end of the connector specifies the source or target of the connection. 

 Stereotypes and Attributes: Connectors can be annotated with stereotypes or additional 

attributes to provide more information about the nature of the connection. 

Connectors play a crucial role in modeling the interactions and relationships between blocks in 

SysML, helping to capture the flow of information and signals within a system. They enable the 

representation of the system's structure, behavior, and communication paths, aiding in the 

analysis, design, and simulation of complex systems. 

 

 

 

 


